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This thought leadership paper seeks to shed light on key issues and new 

strategies to produce and mobilize knowledge for sustainable development  

in a global perspective. 

This thought leadership paper seeks to shed light on key issues and 

new strategies to produce and mobilize knowledge for sustainable 

development in a global perspective. In particular, the paper 

recognizes that deep societal transformations are both the object of 

and the environment for future knowledge mobilization. The paper is 

divided into two parts. Part I presents the 21st-century environment 

for knowledge mobilization with particular emphasis on the need 

for and obstacles to knowledge mobilization. It asks why this is 

needed so urgently now, and what is preventing it? Part II presents 

new strategies to overcome constraints on knowledge mobilization. 

Drawing on our experiences in practice-centered sustainability 

research, the paper suggests three core areas for the development 

of strategies for the future of knowledge mobilization: work with 

communities, institutional and organizational reform, and education 

and learning. Our suggestions are based upon expert interviews 

conducted with a total of 15 researchers, science administrators, and 

thought leaders in the natural and social sciences and humanities 

from around the world. Overall, the paper proposes a series of 

bottom-up strategic considerations that take into account specific 

and diverse regional and cultural qualities.
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Introduction

Science, understood as the systematic pursuit of 

knowledge, like all societal institutions, is embedded 

in broader socio-cultural, temporal, and spatial 

contexts. Hence, contemporary trends that affect 

societies today – from the digital revolution to the 

alarming rise of “post-truth politics” – are also 

changing the conditions for research, teaching, and 

problem solving for the common good. Taking the 

shifting conditions into account is especially relevant 

for the social sciences and the humanities, which 

study and reflect on how to understand, shape, adapt 

and respond to these changes. The natural sciences 

are essential to identify problems societies may face 

at the bio-physical level. But it is through inclusion 

of the social sciences and humanities in research 

and decision-making processes that pathways to 

effective solutions and implementation may be found. 

Responses to the current COVID-19 pandemic help to 

shed light on why this is the case.

Containing the pandemic is essentially about 

changing well-established routines and practices 

that characterize our social, economic, and cultural 

realities. Consider, for example, the diverse 

responses to “lockdown” and “shelter-in-place” 

requirements, and to instructions regarding personal 

hygiene and safety, such as wearing facemasks, all 

directly practice- and culturally-related. To reach 

people successfully, the relevant knowledge first 

needs to be understandable and applicable. It needs 

to be connected to what people actually believe and 

do in their everyday lives, instead of reproducing the 

academic world’s disciplinary logic or its abstract 

jargon. 

However, as the pandemic has also shown, such 

calls to change behavior require an understanding 

of these everyday actions and routines, of their 

socio-cultural, temporal, and spatial contexts – not 

least to shed light on the limitations and unintended 

consequences of “one-size-fits-all” solutions. The 

social sciences and the humanities can provide such 

understanding. Working with what we sometimes call 

the “hard sciences” researchers from these fields are 

well-equipped to play key roles in transdisciplinary 

projects that aim to address the complex issues and 

“wicked problems” that confront humankind today.

Integrated and participatory approaches in academic 

research that are aimed at promoting societal 

transformation towards global sustainability 

are commonly referred to as sustainability 

science. Further developing such work across 

the boundaries of traditional academic sectors 

requires a practice-centered perspective as well 

as better ways to convey knowledge, but also, 

and even more importantly, to produce specific 

knowledge. Helping to address global challenges 

such as climate change or biodiversity loss calls for 

new alliances and approaches to research which 

include innovative partnerships with social actors 

outside the formal research arena. Addressing 

problems rooted in everyday practices requires a 

shift away from disciplinary logic to more holistic 

and integrated understanding of those actions and 

their relationship to the larger issues. It is not hard 

to imagine that this approach to understanding 

directly affects the internal organization of academic 

research: disciplines rest on well-founded (and 

defended) theories and methods, specific teaching 

cultures, and long-established benchmarks for 

assessment. Moreover, working with non-academic 

actors requires researchers to accommodate their 

new role as a partner and learner in knowledge 

production, and to build platforms that enable true 

dialogue. At the same time, such dialogue requires 

a “complexity literate” public and an arena that 

encourages diversity of thought. For this to be the 

case, knowledge mobilization needs to come into 

play. In the following paper we consider both the 
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need for, and obstacles to, the innovative production 

and deployment of knowledge for meeting complex 

contemporary challenges. We focus in particular on 

the essential contribution that social science and 

humanities research must play in the creation of such 

knowledge as well as in its successful application for 

a better – and more sustainable – future.

Part I: The dynamic environment 
of Knowledge Mobilization

Current megatrends like (de-)globalization, (un-)

sustainable development, or the digital revolution 

continue to transform nearly all aspects of everyday 

life and lead to a deep transformation of societies. 

To meet the challenges that these trends present 

to communities and individuals around the world, 

new ways of producing and mobilizing knowledge 

need to be developed. The current modes of 

knowledge production and mobilization often adhere 

to traditional understandings of the organization 

of academic research and relationships between 

academia and society. However, researchers and 

university teachers often find themselves in new 

environments today – both figuratively and literally. 

Therefore, it is essential to first understand the 

new realities that confront research and knowledge 

mobilization in the 21st century. The most salient 

are: the impacts and unexpected consequences of 

the digital revolution; a decline of deference in the 

relationship between academic experts and society; 

and the changing nature of civic engagement. 

The digital revolution as a game changer

The proliferation of digital technologies has 

brought remarkable opportunities to some as 

well as fundamental changes in the ways we 

communicate, perceive our environments, and 

comprehend social worlds and natural conditions. 

In today’s globalized world, more information is 

at hand for more people than at any other time 

in history. Unfortunately, not all of its content is 

based on truth and anchored in reality. Thus, the 

power of the internet, while recognized, is not fully 

comprehended. At the same time, global access 

to information and global connectivity cannot hide 

the fact that  natural, cultural, social and economic 

conditions still differ from region to region, or even 

from place to place, and that these differences reflect 

significant disparities in wealth and well-being. The 

digital revolution thus exposes economic and social 

differences, and at the same time produces its very 

own disparities. It raises new questions of justice 

and technology-driven inequalities that need to be 

taken into account when using digital technology for 

knowledge production and mobilization.

Concerning the exploitation of data, technologies like 

big data analytics, artificial intelligence or machine 

learning help understand complex phenomena 

and promise more accurate models and predictive 

tools for decision-makers. Research in all domains 

of inquiry can benefit from greatly increased 

computational capacity and the availability of large 

sets of data. This also enables better understanding 

of the flows and spread of information. As a powerful 

tool, digital technology facilitates discovery of large-

scale patterns that were previously inaccessible. 

Furthermore, digital communication and mass 

storage of data simplify the distribution and sharing 

of information, allow access to (raw) data, and make 

it easier to verify information or research findings. 

Overall, knowledge production has become more 

efficient through digital technology.

However, with regard to the impact of digital 

technology on wider society visions of a “data-

driven society” or utopian dreams of an “information 

democracy” turn out to be dubious. As digital 

technologies further penetrate daily lives, it becomes 

obvious that algorithms are neither neutral nor 

objective. They can serve the interests of big, well-
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capitalized – and hard to control – companies or 

autocratic regimes, as well as of other opaque anti-

democratic forces. These traits of digital technology 

in particular call upon the social sciences and the 

humanities to critically reflect upon how data is 

generated by users, which biases are encoded in 

algorithms, or how these technologies affect political 

decision-making and public opinion.

While the excess supply of information and the 

creation of “echo chambers” have often made 

knowledge about the world more fragmented and 

biased, the promises of social media for future 

knowledge mobilization are ambivalent. Whereas 

it has become easy for researchers to reach 

large audiences and policymakers directly, it also 

becomes obvious that the logic of reach or “likes” 

can have unintended side-effects. The viral spread 

of information that fits political agendas or personal 

interests can, in the short-term, increase the 

influence of some researchers and contribute to 

knowledge dissemination. But it makes it immensely 

difficult to execute good scientific practice and to 

revise findings and explanations at a later point

Changing relationships between science 
and society

The relationships between academia and society 

are undergoing significant changes today – with 

considerable consequences for the mobilization of 

knowledge. While bodies of knowledge about the 

major challenges to contemporary civilization have 

grown in the past decades and public funding of 

research has reached new heights in some areas, 

the hypercompetitive environment researchers find 

themselves in often involves conflicting objectives 

and incentives for unethical behavior, and has the 

potential to weaken solidarity within the academic 

community. Together with the destructive effects of 

“post-truth politics,” corporatization in the academic 

realm can erode and damage public trust in credible 

expertise.

At the same time, researchers are increasingly 

expected to address “real-world problems” and 

produce actionable knowledge. To solve societal 

challenges, the interaction between academia 

and other socio-cultural spheres like the 

economy, politics, and the arts, as well as with the 

general public has become essential. Enhanced 

communication and the translation of research 

insights into other fields’ languages is of the utmost 

importance. However, the quest for public attention 

and the provision of expertise to broader audiences 

is not without contradictions. For instance, engaging 

the public and promoting outreach activities conflicts 

with bibliometrics-based reward systems within 

academia and research funding institutions, and 

respective career trajectories. Furthermore, making 

research more accessible to the general public sets 

incentives for concealing complexity, ambiguity, or the 

tentative nature of insights gleaned from academic 

research. The sending out of short, memorable 

messages can thus impede a profound discussion 

in the public sphere and stand in the way of the 

development of complexity literacy. The ability to 

present complex issues clearly and appealingly is still 

a rather rare skill in academia. To many researchers 

it becomes obvious only slowly that reaching out to 

the public requires professionalism in the same way 

actual research does. Individual as well as collective 

strategies of knowledge mobilization should take 

these trends into account and build environments 

that facilitate communication with the general 

public and with policy-makers without raising undue 

expectations about the capabilities of researchers nor 

devaluing their expertise. 

The changing nature of civic engagement

In today’s age of rapidly emerging global challenges, 

civic engagement in communities and in social 

movements is more critical than ever. However, 

not all civic engagement is aimed at dialogue and 

democratic negotiation about the common good. 
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Current tendencies of increasing political and social 

polarization and the rise of mutually exclusive 

worldviews in many regions of the world make broad 

mobilization for collectively addressing today’s 

problems more difficult. Although many people 

share concerns about pressing issues on both 

global and local levels – and in particular younger 

generations are increasingly willing to express their 

views and take collective action – voices that fuel 

mistrust in political institutions and discredit credible 

expertise receive increasing public attention and 

sometimes come from the highest leadership. Anger 

at “academic elites” telling people what to do and an 

“always-swim-against-the-current” mentality seem 

to be gaining popularity among some groups. The 

“one-size-fits-all” policies promoted by programs 

with top down strategies that are culturally insensitive 

increasingly prove to be unsuccessful and undermine 

confidence in proposed solution options at regional 

and local levels.

To strengthen trust and harvest people’s interest 

in coping with global and local challenges, it is 

imperative for researchers to acknowledge and deal 

with the various new forms of political engagement. 

Parallel to somewhat rigid, inert political institutions, 

an alternative participatory culture has become 

popular in recent years. In part propelled by digital 

technologies – which expand opportunities to share 

information, express concerns, and organize social 

movements – innovative forms of protest and civic 

activism have become significant forces for social 

change. These fluid, at times ephemeral movements 

often gather around brief, conspicuous messages 

and aim at immediate action – thus contrasting 

with the dominant academic research culture of 

extensive deliberation and professional reticence. 

As local communities and social movements have 

become agents of change worldwide, work at the 

science-policy interface thus expands across the 

scope of formal politics. It must therefore include 

collaboration with organized civil society and with 

citizens and communities.

Part II: Knowledge Mobilization 
for the 21st century

Meeting the challenges of the 21st century inevitably 

entails a revision of current modes of knowledge 

production and dissemination. Trends towards 

further democratization and diversification must 

be supported – not only to reduce knowledge-

based inequalities, but to strengthen epistemic 

diversity and make solutions to global and local 

problems more robust. This paper argues that three 

topics deserve particular attention to enhance the 

mobilization of knowledge today: Collaborating with 

local communities, the development – or reform – of 

institutional and organizational frameworks, and 

rethinking education and learning. 

Knowledge Mobilization ‘on the ground’ – 
working with communities 

Collaborating with local communities has become 

a well-established strategy for meeting society’s 

demands for formal methods of inquiry into societal 

problems. A common argument for forms of 

community-based research is that through raising 

awareness, getting people engaged, or empowering 

communities to act, academics can exert a more 

direct influence on society for the benefit of 

all. Local collaboration is also often associated 

with strengthening the local ties of a research 

institution and securing political endorsement. 

Such engagement across the borders of academia, 

however, raises questions not only concerning the 

means and strategies of getting non-academics 

involved, but also about the very understanding of the 

researcher’s role and the role of expert knowledge. 

If collaboration with communities is to succeed, 
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knowledge mobilization must not be conceived of as 

conveying knowledge to local groups but as finding 

better ways to produce and challenge solutions to 

problems together.  

To change from “voice of authority” to authentic 

participant

Typically, researchers become researchers by 

advancing in a system that rewards expert knowledge, 

specialization, and originality. Credit is attributed in 

academia for becoming an authority in a particular 

field, however specialized it may be. Thus, being 

someone who pushes the boundaries of knowledge 

in one way or another is a necessary part of the 

self-understanding of researchers and a promising 

strategy for advancing careers in academia. While 

the perceived lack of knowledge on a specific issue 

is an essential driver of research, not all problems 

outside the academic realm are rooted in a lack of 

relevant knowledge. When it comes to working with 

communities, the role model of the “distinguished 

expert” who provides information to (insufficiently 

informed) laypeople is likely to fail. First, because 

communities are inclined to consider themselves as 

experts on their own culture and ways of living and 

want to be recognized as such. Asserting intellectual 

hierarchies (even if only indirectly) stands in the way 

of successfully working with communities, and most 

likely also impedes a true understanding of “real-

world” problems. Second, developing new habits 

and routines, which are, in most cases, necessary 

to deal with a problem, is often not a question of 

factual knowledge, just as political decisions do not 

arise directly from (knowing about) facts. “Real-

world” problem solving thus requires understanding 

communities’ inherent social, cultural, political, 

or economic logics. Researchers – whatever their 

role in a project is – should be open to engaging 

in authentic dialogue and to learn something from 

non-experts in a process of mutual exchange. 

Authenticity is essential to successfully build trust for 

collaboration at the grassroots level. Such a change 

of attitude does not come out of nowhere. It has to 

be encouraged and rewarded within the academic 

career-building system. Building environments for 

research and careers that embrace a culture of 

appreciating others’ knowledge (and other forms of 

knowledge) is essential. Also, experience outside 

academia should be recognized in academic careers. 

To connect with communities 

Working at the grassroots-level first and foremost 

is about building relationships of trust with 

communities. To get heard at all, the abstract 

institution of “science” needs to be represented 

by real people – human faces. Being on site and 

taking time for instigating dialogue is critical for 

transdisciplinary research. Community members 

will much more likely be willing to engage if they are 

dealing with a researcher they know and who has a 

credible interest in their concerns. The phrase “No 

one cares how much you know, until they know how 

much you care” reflects this need for relationships 

based on integrity and true interest. At the same 

time, researchers contribute to building trust if the 

values they assert and the facts they communicate 

consistently match their behavior. Such authenticity 

eventually paves the way to reach communities 

and learn about their life-worlds. In particular, 

researchers engaged in transdisciplinary research 

must learn to understand the community’s perception 

of the problem that is to be addressed, the members’ 

values and self-perceptions, and the motivations, 

interests, and emotions that drive their actions. 

Such deeper understanding of a community not only 

helps to better comprehend the problem at hand 

but is also necessary to translate expert knowledge 

relevant for the case to a language that is understood. 

To connect with communities and find common 

ground for collaboration, it is crucial to incorporate 

time-consuming, hard-to-predict phases of mutual 

encounter into research plans in the best possible 
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way, and not treat them as a mere by-product of 

the “actual” research work. Researchers in the 

social sciences and humanities are well-placed and 

experienced to lead such efforts.  

To tell stories and evoke emotions

When collaborating with actors outside the academic 

realm, researchers are often inclined to communicate 

in the same way they communicate with other 

researchers – they try to provide information or 

evidence for their claims as completely and precisely 

as possible. Lay audiences, however, are seldom 

convinced by sound figures and facts alone. In order 

to mobilize knowledge, it is necessary to structure 

information in a way that helps audiences connect 

it to their own lives. Storytelling can serve that 

purpose. Stories evoke emotions and support their 

listeners’ understanding of issues in making sense 

of information that would otherwise remain abstract. 

Stories thus help people to resonate with an issue 

and identify their potential roles in addressing it. 

Positive stories that avoid making listeners fearful or 

guilty have the power to increase engagement and 

strengthen people’s desire for change. The use of 

figurative language and narrative structures breaks 

down complex issues and builds bridges between 

specialist disciplinary views and blurry everyday life 

experiences. 

Storytelling should clearly not be confused with 

deceiving people or hiding inconvenient facts. 

Professional research insights should not be altered 

by storytelling. Also, the need to tell stories must not 

set incentives for producing research results that are 

likely to fit a desired narrative. Rather, researchers 

can use storytelling to stimulate imagination 

and develop solutions to problems together with 

communities. Similarly, knowledge of the structures 

and functions of stories in everyday life helps 

researchers understand the stories a community 

tells itself and draw valuable information from them. 

Moreover, by telling stories to explain problematic 

phenomena, researchers also help laypeople to 

understand better how their work is essential to 

understanding our world and how what we do in our 

everyday lives affects it.

To build networks and stimulate mutual learning

While the problems on which researchers work 

together with communities vary and solutions are not 

easily transferable there is a tremendous untapped 

potential for processes of mutual learning between 

different projects. Often, experiences and results of 

collaborative transdisciplinary work are only shared 

in project reports or (other) internal documents. 

This deprives communities and researchers of the 

opportunity to learn from each other and to further 

develop approaches and methods of collaborative 

problem solving. In order to accelerate development 

of transdisciplinary research, it is necessary to 

promote a culture of knowledge sharing and to 

invest in organizational structures that connect 

communities and serve as hubs for knowledge 

exchange. Establishing regional action centers as a 

“neutral ground” between the worlds of academia 

and everyday life is a good strategy to provide 

platforms for such networking. Embedded in regional 

social, cultural, and economic conditions, these 

centers serve as a low-threshold contact-point for 

non-academics by making information accessible, 

connecting interested laypeople and local decision-

makers with experts, and sharing experiences 

from successful regional collaboration projects. 

Furthermore, such centers can initiate and coordinate 

bottom-up projects and help to produce teaching and 

education material used in the local context. 

Building institutional and organizational 
frameworks – the conditio sine qua non for 
effective Knowledge Mobilization 

Promoting knowledge mobilization for deep 

societal transformations requires rethinking 

academic research’s institutional and organizational 
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frameworks. Institutions and organizations that 

support formal inquiry such as universities, 

academies, councils, research and funding programs, 

to name but a few, play a decisive role as parts of 

the ecosystem in which knowledge is produced. This 

ecosystem breeds researchers, defines thematic 

priorities by channeling resources and thus makes 

research for the benefit of society more, or less, 

likely. Despite academia’s unique character as an 

autonomous and particularly protected realm (the 

“ivory tower”), research institutions and organizations 

are not outside of society. Rather, they reflect social 

values and broader trends such as financialization 

and increasing inequality. Promoting deep societal 

change will challenge well-established structures 

and will inevitably produce winners and losers in 

the academic system. New incentive systems, the 

establishment of new, cross-cutting networks, or 

a more participatory and self-reflexive culture are 

necessary. 

To build new reward systems 

Efforts to mobilize knowledge for the benefit of 

society and engage with non-academic actors are 

only seldom rewarded with what counts as “proper 

currency” in academia. Recognition by professional 

peers, research funding, or career opportunities 

are still primarily awarded for work within the 

boundaries of traditional disciplines regardless of 

occasional efforts to the contrary. The rise of metrics-

based evaluation of research performance (mainly 

through bibliometric indicators) has reinforced 

incentives to avoid risks, to stay within disciplinary 

territories, and to prefer short-term deliverables over 

long-term ones. This holds in particular for early 

career researchers. Furthermore, the mechanics 

of obtaining positions or offices in academic 

organizations (and thus gaining institutional 

influence) often adhere to the traditional credit 

system. Structural innovations are therefore difficult, 

as those who derive their power and self-worth from 

fulfilling traditional reward criteria are likely to resist 

change. 

Addressing deficiencies in the current reward pattern 

that impede knowledge mobilization requires a 

significant transformation of the research ecosystem. 

For instance, funding schemes focusing exclusively 

on inter- and transdisciplinary research should be 

developed or substantially expanded. The probability 

of funding success must not depend on whether a 

project is inter-/transdisciplinary or disciplinary but 

be based on specific evaluation criteria for cross-

cutting research. Also, evaluation processes should 

be redesigned to avoid disciplinary biases on the part 

of the reviewers. Strengthening transdisciplinary 

research by these means does not mean putting 

basic and disciplinary research at a disadvantage. 

It means making competition cleaner and more 

just – proposals geared to knowledge mobilization 

must compete with similar proposals, but not with 

disciplinary, purely scientific ones. Concerning career 

tracks and the distribution of faculty positions, 

professional experience outside academia or public 

outreach activities should become a competitive 

advantage rather than “wasted time” in the race 

for a professorship. This, however, requires moving 

away from the (often barely concealed) bias towards 

research careers and promoting a culture of 

appreciation of non-academic employment.

To establish small and medium-sized thematic 

networks

Large international research programs are often 

seen as effective tools to promote academic work on 

current (global) problems and engage researchers 

to benefit society on a large scale. These initiatives 

aim not only to produce new knowledge but also 

to raise public awareness and influence political 

agendas based on sound and well-researched 

findings. Such programs, however, do not come 
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without drawbacks. They are prone to develop into 

large organizations with considerable bureaucratic 

overhead. Because of the need to agree on common 

positions, these alliances also tend to weaken the 

diversity of perspectives and the capacity to find 

solutions “outside the box.” With their corporate-

like appearance, they often remain alien to ordinary 

laypersons and – contrary to their actual goals – 

detached from society. Small and medium-sized 

thematic networks provide an opportunity to bypass 

some of these problems. While their academic 

members cannot escape institutional constraints 

(such as the reputation game based on publications 

and research grants), smaller networks can 

provide safe spaces for thinking differently without 

putting a large program’s political endorsement or 

funding at risk. Also, they are more independent 

of science policy agendas (e.g., by influential 

academic organizations), and thus are more likely to 

achieve true integration of different disciplines and 

cultures. In particular, they can provide a basis for 

collaboration on equal terms between the natural 

sciences and the social sciences and humanities, 

avoiding the common practice of merely adding 

the latter to a pre-defined program. With regard 

to engaging non-academic audiences, small and 

medium-sized networks are likely to lack the 

resources for large-scale information and education 

campaigns, but this can also be a beneficial pressure 

to reach out locally and foster bottom-up approaches. 

To embrace a more democratic culture

While demands for democratization and 

enhancement of epistemic diversity are popular, 

particularly in sustainability science endeavors, 

the academic community in many cases remains 

surprisingly resistant to self-examination in this 

regard. The pluralism of voices, the culture of 

embracing difference, or the constant effort to provide 

ample opportunities for participation to deal with 

“real-world” problems are barely mirrored in most 

science organizations. Universities, academies, or 

science councils have impacts on society through 

education and training, knowledge production and 

consultancy, community engagement and as local 

employers. They should therefore be forerunners 

in democratization. First, because as arenas of 

political socialization, they contribute to a democratic 

culture that is the very condition of a flourishing, 

critical science system – and not least because 

they exemplify a culture of evidence-based decision 

making that is under pressure in a growing number 

of political contexts today. Second, because the 

processes of knowledge production and mobilization 

benefit from more democratic structures. Enhancing 

diversity in knowledge production challenges 

intellectual hegemonies, avoids biases, and thus 

opens doors to discoveries and new research 

questions. Breaking down barriers between 

disciplines, on the other hand, not only rests upon 

curiosity and respect but also requires the democratic 

capacities for negotiation and compromise. Efforts to 

mobilize knowledge will eventually be more credible 

(and more likely to succeed) if the organizations that 

lead them are exemplary within their own practices.  

Education and learning for Knowledge 
Mobilization – equipping change agents 

There can be little doubt that education is critical 

to facilitate change and shape deep societal 

transformations. Educational institutions and 

organizations promote understanding of the world 

and help build capacities for transformative action. At 

the same time, schools, universities, centers for adult 

education, public libraries, or museums do not only 

educate potential change agents, but are themselves 

laboratories for transformation and can have a direct 

social impact. To provide compelling “real-life” 

learning experiences and enhance engagement for 

the benefit of society, educational institutions and 

organizations need to challenge traditional ways of 

organizing knowledge and turn learners’ attention to 

their immediate living contexts. Furthermore, given 
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current populist attacks on science and evidence-

based decision-making, promoting scientific literacy 

(i.e., the ability to understand how research addresses 

problems and produces knowledge) and facilitating 

critical communication skills for students and (young) 

researchers should be given priority. 

To promote integrated approaches

Meaningful learning typically does not only happen 

through disciplines or subjects, but also through 

exploring issues that do not directly adhere to 

specific disciplines or categories. Children and 

adolescents, especially, often show little innate 

enthusiasm for history, biology, physics, or languages 

as such, but are fascinated by puzzling phenomena 

which they experience in their everyday lives. Young 

people often engage enthusiastically with pressing 

problems, but lose momentum when dealing with 

them in disciplinary specializations. Schools and 

universities often tend to “exorcise” the natural 

interest in complex issues and train students in 

highly specialized, disconnected, and often competing 

subjects. Also, the academic labor market in many 

regions of the world is geared towards disciplinary 

degrees, thus reinforcing the idea that disciplines are 

the natural order of things. 

Whereas the disciplinary mode of thinking 

undoubtedly helps to develop analytical skills and 

advances specialist knowledge and fundamental 

research, its downsides become obvious when 

disciplines are taken as the sole basis for institutional 

design and for developing curricula. The academic 

division of the world and the competition between 

disciplines can prevent learners – including 

researchers – from trying to adopt other disciplines’ 

perspectives and understand interdisciplinary 

connections. Especially with regard to finding 

solutions for today’s “wicked” global problems the 

capacity to analyze across disciplines and established 

categories is crucial. To mobilize knowledge in a 

more integrated way, it is necessary to push teaching 

and learning beyond the boundaries of fragmented 

canonical knowledge. For instance, greater weight 

should be given to integrated curricula and theme- or 

project-based approaches in schools. National and 

international assessment programs should shift their 

focus away from competencies in specific subjects 

and set incentives for strengthening students’ 

capacities to connect knowledge from different 

fields. In higher education, it will be helpful to allow 

for greater flexibility of studying, moving away from 

conventional, fixed trajectories towards models based 

on individual preferences and purposes (Stanford’s 

“Purpose learning” model is a valuable benchmark). 

Including opportunities for critical service learning 

in study programs will also foster students’ abilities 

to tackle complex, non-disciplinary problems. Lastly, 

places of informal learning that are usually less 

bound by state curricular requirements can provide 

learners with opportunities for integrated learning 

and should, therefore, be recognized and widely 

supported as an essential part of education.

To create living labs 

The living lab-approach has become popular in 

higher education as a way to enable students and 

researchers to move from theoretical knowledge 

to engaging in “real-world” problems and to learn 

in real-time about social or economic dynamics. 

Together with local or regional administrations, 

businesses, non-profit organizations, and other 

actors, students and researchers develop procedures 

and protocols for collaboration to co-produce tangible 

solutions as well as new knowledge. Living labs 

thus become a learning context for both academic 

and non-academic participants. With this approach, 

universities can fulfill social responsibilities and 

strengthen their local and regional connections, 

but they can also gain competitive advantages by 

increasing their graduates’ career opportunities. 

Astonishingly, however, the living lab-approach is 

rather seldomly applied to the research organization 
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itself. As operators of (usually) a large number 

of buildings and other infrastructures, as major 

consumers of energy and materials, as employers 

and training providers, universities are sites where 

the same problems and challenges are likely to 

arise as in other societal sectors. Addressing 

these by transforming campuses into living labs 

– operated equally by faculty, administrative, and 

other staff – would benefit the entire organization. 

On the one hand, the organization can save valuable 

resources and improve its efficiency by using 

research capabilities to enhance campus operations 

and to improve staff wellbeing. On the other hand, 

sparking internal innovation in line with overarching 

societal goals puts universities in a position to lead 

processes of societal change and thus increases 

their attractiveness to (current and future) students, 

faculty, and other staff. Mobilizing knowledge on 

the doorstep provides a significant opportunity for 

universities and other research organizations to 

enhance their authenticity, and hence build credibility 

for future recommendations for deep societal 

transformations. 

To enhance scientific literacy 

Despite the significantly increased public visibility 

of research and a growing presence of science 

in popular culture, it becomes clear – especially 

in moments of social crisis – that unfamiliarity 

with the findings and practices of good research, 

and even hard-boiled science skepticism, is still 

surprisingly widespread. To make new robust 

knowledge beneficial to society, such uncertainties 

and ignorance must be reduced, and public trust 

in science built up. This runs through all areas of 

education and touches upon deep-rooted ideas 

about the role of evidence, reasoning, and authority 

in the public sphere. Enhancing understanding of 

how academic research fundamentally works, i.e., 

enhancing scientific literacy, is not about creating 

blind faith in the outcomes of academic work. It is 

about building basic capacities to understand and 

evaluate research findings or the (public) statements 

of experts. It is about making citizens more familiar 

with the landscape of research fields. That includes 

making efforts to overcome the stereotype of 

academic researchers as remote “people in white 

lab coats,” a common portrayal from primary 

education onwards. Secondly, this implies the need to 

question the idea of experts as providers of “proven,” 

unambiguous and undeniable solutions to problems 

for all circumstances. Ultimately, being scientifically 

literate is more about knowing the limits of the 

academic approach than knowing its opportunities. 

Building such capacities in the first place requires a 

more differentiated popular concept of science which 

must include the social sciences and humanities as 

specific, but equal, approaches. Steering away from 

one-sided representations of the “hard sciences” as 

science in itself could be achieved, for example, by 

increased efforts by the social sciences and humanities 

to present their theories, methods, and results to the 

public or to decision-makers. Recurring encounters of 

researchers and laypeople in dedicated public events 

and efforts to address educationally disadvantaged 

groups could help reduce reservations. Researchers, 

university press officers, journalists, and others 

engaged in communication about research results 

should also learn to better convey discourse and 

disagreement as necessary elements of the research 

endeavor to fully understand and address these issues. 

Transparency regarding internal academic debate 

and negotiation processes is vital to help reduce 

public suspicion about contradictory statements and 

research results. Even if it is doubtful that scientific 

literacy alone leads to more evidence-based decision 

making – there is no direct path from such literacy to 

“scientifically desirable” action – understanding how 

science fundamentally works is a necessary condition 

for addressing today’s complex problems.
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To teach communication on complex issues in a 

critical way

A frequently heard argument for increasing 

the benefits of academic research for society 

is strengthening researchers’ competencies 

in communication. Despite the still prevailing 

reticence of many researchers to address larger 

audiences, there is a growing awareness that good 

communication is indispensable today, both for the 

mobilization of knowledge and for the pursuit of 

individual careers. With the advent of social media 

and the resulting democratization of media access to 

the general public, incentives to engage in outreach 

activities have become greater – up to the emergence 

of “celebrity scientists” who have mastered the 

attention-grabbing game and have won a large 

number of followers. In conjunction with initiatives 

to strengthen universities and other research 

institutions as brands, this is creating pressure to 

reach out and produce “good PR.” This even holds for 

early career researchers, who increasingly are asked 

to do training in communication, with respective 

courses slowly finding their way into study programs. 

While there is nothing inherently wrong with 

understanding the mechanics of good communication 

(e.g., to produce stories and create comprehensible 

narratives), there is also a questionable trend 

towards a rather reduced and instrumental view 

of it. Given the complex dynamics of today’s digital 

(information) society, it seems necessary to promote 

an understanding of the fundamental relationships 

between the academic approach, media, and society. 

Good communication on complex issues should 

enable dialogue, not lead to a communicative 

one-way street. A deeper understanding of good 

communication can also help to improve public 

awareness of the complexities involved in research 

and to prevent any unintended side effects of reaching 

out to the public. In light of the considerable attention 

gains promised by simple and compelling headlines, 

some researchers may be inclined to violate the 

standards of good scientific practice by concealing 

the complexity of the scientific debate and the 

tentativeness of their findings – thus doing damage to 

all of academic research in the long run. This should 

be avoided with critical approaches to communication 

that leave room for both practical issues and 

fundamental sociological and ethical questions.

Conclusion

Changing world conditions such as the rise of the 

digital revolution, or trends and events like (un-)

sustainable development, climate change, and the 

current global pandemic are also changing conditions 

for research, teaching and problem solving for the 

world’s common good. The implications of this for 

all branches of academic research, but especially for 

the social sciences and humanities, are significant. 

We know that meeting contemporary challenges and 

crises will require behavioral change at every level 

of society. But for this to occur the socio-cultural, 

temporal and spatial conditions of everyday behavior 

and actions must be understood and integrated into 

the development of solutions. The provision of such 

understanding is the purpose of the social sciences 

and humanities, and thus researchers in these 

fields must play a central role in future knowledge 

mobilization for more sustainable outcomes. 

In this paper we have explored key issues and new 

strategies to produce and to mobilize new knowledge. 

Integrating the insights of sustainability science 

and practice-centered research, we suggest moving 

everyday practices and individual behavior to the 

center of future knowledge mobilization. The key 

policy considerations derived from interviews with 

15 thought leaders from around the world highlight 

the need for the highest possible degree of cultural, 

social and regional differentiation in research as 

well as in the formulation of recommended policies 
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and solution options. The various considerations 

we put forward fall into three broad categories: 

increased community participation, institutional and 

organizational reform, and education and training.

Overall, this paper argues that if inclusivity and 

integrated knowledge mobilization are not to remain 

mere lip service, research environments must be 

created that prevent polarization and foster solidarity 

among researchers from all fields, and between 

formally trained researchers and non-academic 

actors in the larger community. This is a formidable 

challenge to the scientific community at large, and 

particularly to those in academia. 

Specifically, to increase the willingness among 

researchers to engage in the proposed strategies for 

future knowledge mobilization will require significant 

change within the academic research community 

itself, including:

1. Broaden the concept of what a scientist is from 

an authoritative single-issue voice to an authentic 

partner in knowledge production; 

2. Re-structure the academic career rewards 

system to promote the desire for researchers 

to become authentic partners in knowledge 

production with the larger community;

3. Provide opportunities and forums for the 

engagement of non-academic partners in the 

study of complex issues and in the development of 

solution options that touch and affect daily life; and

4. Promote small and medium-sized thematic 

research networks anchored in regional action 

centers to accommodate regional diversity in the 

development of solutions.

These changes in individuals’ attitudes and 

perceptions as well as within institutions will 

provide the fertile soil necessary for future 

knowledge mobilization that is necessary for societal 

transformations needed to address our planet’s most 

pressing problems.
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